Department of Elementary and Secondary Education Khyber Pakhtunkhwa

Placement of Internal Employees in PITE Peshawar

E&SED is pleased to receive applications for the placement of E&SED internal Employees from Teaching Cadre in relevant scale specified against the position mentioned below. These positions are required in Provincial Institute in Teacher Education (PITE) Peshawar.

1. Senior Instructor (BPS-18), sciences or social sciences, Material Development Unit
2. Subject Specialist (BPS-17), Physics, Science Unit Preferable female
3. Subject Specialist (BPS-17), Social Science, ECCE Unit
4. Instructor (BPS-16), Science, Material Development Unit (Preferable female)
5. Instructor (BPS-16), Social Science, Material Development Unit
6. Instructor (BPS-16), sciences or social sciences Monitoring and Quality Assurance (M&QA), M&E Unit, (Preferable female)
7. Instructor (BPS-16), sciences or social sciences, Monitoring and Quality Assurance (M&QA), M&E Unit

For Application Forms, JDs and Eligibility Criteria visit (www.kpese.gov.pk)

• Only internal employees from teaching cadre with relevant scale can apply for these posts.
• Application form can be downloaded from the website or collected in person from PITE Peshawar.
• Each position has job description and eligibility criteria which is available in the E&SED website.
• All applicants are directed to review the Job Descriptions (JDs) and Eligibility criteria before submitting application and if they qualify for the position(s) only, then submit applications. One applicant can apply for more than on position in case fulfils the eligibility criteria.
• The application envelops must mark, position applied for. For example

Position applied for: Monitoring and Quality Assurance (M&QA)

• The dead line for submitting the application is May 10, 2018. No application shall be considered after due date.
• Application should be submitted to Director PITE Khyber Pakhtunkhwa

Note: Computer skill (MS OFFICE, EXCEL & POWER POINT) is mandatory for each position.

DIRECTOR
Provincial Institute for Teacher Education (PITE), Landi Sarak, Larama Near Benazir Shaheed Women University Peshawar
Tel: No (091-92224783)